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IITTRODUCTORY
Preliminary Remarks.- In doing this work the primary ohject
Tras not to compare the methods, iDut to determine for each meth-
od the Y/orking conditions vmder v/hich the hest results may he
e:q)ected with the d'Arsonval type of galvanometer. Conseciuent-
ly, as an exaraination of the data tables vail shov;, the agree-
ment of results, in seme cases, is not as good as is possible
with the apparatus used,- the rea.son being that the values of
certain quantities v/ere varied simply to find out whether or
not the change woi-ild prove to be an advantage.
Development of Eq^uations whi ch define L.- An electric cur-
rent flowing in a circuit is equivalent to a magnetic shell,
and has linked thru it a definite number of lines of magnetic
induction. If the permeability of the surrounding region does
not vary, the field strength H at any given point is proport-
ional to the current, and hence the valiie of the total flujc
is also proportional to the current. In symbols, vre msQ,r write
it IT = Li (1)
.
The proportionality factor, L, is called the Coefficient of
Self-induction, or the Inductance of the circuit. Its value
depends only upon the geometrical relations of the circuit and
the magnetic permeability of the surrounding medii.im. The equa-

tion defines L as the total nviriber of lines of magnetic force
threa.ding the circuit vrhen it is traversed "by unit current.
Prom the general law'' of induced electro-motiYe force, es-
talDlished experimentally "by ^'araday, v/e have
e = - dIT/dt, (2).
where e is the instantaneous value of the electromotive force
of self-induction, and dIT/dt is the rate of change of the mag-
netic flux. The minus sign gets its interpretation fromLenz's
law and means that the induced E.M.P. is directed so as to
oppose the variation in IT.
Substituting in (2) the value of IT from (1), and assuming
L constant, we get
e = -d(Li)/dt = -Ldi/dt,
and L =-e/di/dt ( 3)
.
This equation is seen to define L as the ratio of the E.ll.P.
of self-induction to the rate of change of the current. If e
is unity when di/dt is ujiity, L is unity also. Hence, in pract-
ical ujiits, the self-induction of a coil is one henry if a var-
iation in the current at the rate of one ampere per second,
induces an opposing E.ii.P. of one volt.
APPARATUS
Por the salce of convenience in reference, and to avoid other
wise necessary repetition, a general description of the appar-
atus used for the different methods v;ill he inclLided in this
paragraph.
Resistance .- .Resistajice "boxes were used for all non- induct-
'•Poster &: Porter, Sleet, cc Hag., p.p. oG4, 365, 2nd Ed. 1S03.

3ive resistances. These v/ere standards^ accurate to l/so of
made \)y Hartinann and Braun, Germany.
Galvanometers. - ITo's 2717A and 2717C are the Type - H inst-
rument of The Leeds and ITorthup Co., Philadelphia. Tliey have
a telescope and semi-circular scale. These galvanometers are
constructed so as to be applicable for either "ballistic or a-
periodic vrork.
He's 2002 and 2133 were made by Haider Bros, of London.
Tliey are the l:ind that require a lamp and scale. To get the
spot of light, however, the ima^e of the filam.ent of an ordi-
nary electric light bulb was focused upon the scale.
ITo's 2557B, 2557C and 2557D, arc the Ayrton-Ilather galva-
nometers made by Robt. \7, Paul, London. They have a suspended
system v/hich is rem-ovable, and this rem.ova.ble system determines
whether the galvanom.eter is aperiodic or ballistic. The coil
of each is imbedded in a very light cylinder of non-magnetic
material, and the controlling helix below the coil is extremely
delicate.
The following table of constants gives a generaJ. idea of
the galvajioneters.
Table i
Galv. Kesist
,
Scale dist. T x-^
in olmis cm. seconds
2717A 491 51.1 5.68 .0252
2717C 526 50.8 5.52 .0221
2133 45.7 111.0 4. 63 .0172
2002 706.0 96.3 16.08 .1070
2557B 326.5 110.0 4.5 .0103
2557C 1160 108 4.93 .0111
2557D 1135 107 4.70 .0122

Condense rS'T" Standard mica condensers, made by the Leed's
& ITorthup Co., were used. In some instances, however, at times
when a sufficient nunher of standards v;ere not availahle, it
was necessary'' to use other condensers. \?here this was done, the
value of the capacity in the data colLimn is checked with red
inlc. These last mentioned are m-ica condensers, "but theii' val-
ues are not Imov/n to a degree of accura-cy within one-half of
one per cent.
Slide-wire Bridf^es.- The bridges used, which were construct-
ed in 1905 in the department shop, have iianganin slide-wires,
-
length, one meter; resistance, .64 ohjn.
|j
Induct ance Coils . - Coils Ho. 1Z2 and 135 are Hartmann &
Braun standa.rds, .OOlhenry and .1 henry, respectively. The exact li
certificated value from the Reichsanstalt for the former is
I
.000998 + .000002; and for the latter, .0997+ .0002.
As the rest are not standards, thdr values will not be
given here. ITo's 1520, 1523 and 1527 are wound on spools of
wood, the grooves of which are 2.7 cm. wide; and the mean radii
||
li
of the coils are about 5 cm.
I
He's 330, 460, 590, 560 and 790 are coils which v;ound 'I
in the shop of the ph;>'sics department. The spools were turned
of maple and all made alike;- grooves rectangular, 3 cm. vri.de;
radius of ceres, 2 l/2 cm. Copper wire #22 3S gauge was used.
The number of the coil indicates in each case the number of
turns. The spools were boiled in paraffin for tvro hours before
winding.
With the exception of the five coils just mentioned, all
of the apparatus v/hich was used, came from the general stock

in use by the advanced students in electrical measurements.
MAXWELL »s mmoi)
Theo ry and Manipulation^- Since three of the methods v/hich
were studied are modifications of Majcwell's method of measur-
ing self-inductance, his method v/ill be "briefly discussed.
A coil of self- inductance L and
ohmic resistance Q,, is put into one
branch of a \vheat stone ' s bridge,
and into the other three branches
are connected non-inductive resis-
tances, F, R and S, as shown in the
figure. Aromid R is shunted a cap-
acity, C. By means of the sliding
contact at E, the balance for steady currents is obtained.
The theory of the method rests upon the fact that the math-
ematical expression^'for the instantaneous value of the P.D. be-
tween the terminals of a condenser when charging, is a function
of the time exactly similar to that for the instantaneous ef-
fective E.i,1.3r. in a circuit containing resistance and self-in-
ductance. Consequently, the resistance and capacity ma.y be so
adjusted that v/hen is closed after K2, the retarding effect
on the current in the branches Q, and R, due to the coil and
capacity, respectively, can be made to balance each other; so
that the potential at D and E will be the same at every in-
stant. YJhen such adjustment is made, no current will flow thru
/•"Elect. &Mag.", Hajavell, Vol. 11., p. 377.
^."Alternating Currents". "Bedell cc Crehore, p.p. 49,"^(lTote.-
Referring to formulas (21) and (163), put 0^=0 in the latter,
reduce both to E.M.]?. equations, then compare them),
i

tlie galvanoineter. 'Ve shall now determine the conditions iinder
v/hich the potential at D is al^vays equal to that at E.
Let X and 2 he the quantities of electricity v/hich have
passed thru the "branches AD and DB, respectively, at the time
t_ after closing the "battery circuit. Then x - z is the charge
on the condenser at that instant. Since dz/dt is the value
of the current, the P.D. het^een the plates of the condenser
is, hy Ohm's law, Rdz/dt, and v/e have
X - z = RCdz/dt (4)
.
where C is the capacity of the condenser.
Since there has "been no current thru the galvanometer dur-
ing the interval t_, the saiae quantity has passed thru the two
branches AE and SB. v/e shall call this quantity y. 0"bserving
that the potential drop is the same across DB and EB, we have
Sdy/dt = Rdz/dt (5)
.
Likewise, the potential drop across liD is equal to that across
AE, and its value is Pdx/dt. However, the effective S.M.S'. in
the iDranch AE, given hy Ohm's law, is equal to the algebraic
sum of the total potential drop and the EaLI*. of self-induc-
tion. That is
qdy/dt = Pdx/dt - Ld^^y/dt^ (6).
Transposing in (4) and differentiating with respect to t,
dx/dt = dz/dt + RCd^z/dt^.
Substituting this value in (6), v;e have
Q,dy/dt + Ld2y/dt2 = P( dz/dt + RCd^z/dt^) (7).
But dy/dt = R/s x dz/dt, from equa,tion (5).
Si;distituting in (7),
(QP/S) (dz/dt) + {RL/s)(d^Vdt2) = P(dz/dt +RCd2z/dt2) . ( 3)
.

7Integrating (8), we have
QRz/s + (RL/s) (dy/dt) = P(z + RCdz/dt)
;
aiid z(QR/s - P) = (PRC - RL/s)dz/dt (9).
Since the hridge is balanced for steady currents, Q^R = PS
and the left-hand i7ien"ber^. of (0) is equal to zero. Hence it
follo\7s at once that l/s = PC
and L = PSC = Q;:^C .
This is the codition of no current thru the galva.noneter on
making or hreaking the "battery circuit. If the resistances are
in oliras end C in farads, L Tiill he e:rpressed in henrys.
Ohjections t£ the liethorl.- A douhle adjustment is necessary
to obtain a balance. That is, if the bridge is first balejiced
for steady currents, this balance is destro3'^ed T;hen one of the
resistances is changed to elirdnate the ballistic throw due to
the induction current ^7hen K is closed first. Hence a nev; ad-
justment for steo.iy currents is necescai^ before another attempt
to eliminate the throxv is made; and so on. Consequently the fin-
al adjustment cf resistances is a tedior^ process, and for
this reason the method did not come into general use.
AllDSRSOH'S HODII'ICATIOIT OP IIAJGTELL'S 1IETH013
Theory and Manipulation. - In order to avoid the difficulty
just mentioned, Anderson introduced anon- inductive resistance,
r, into the galvanometer circuit and connected the condenser
as sho'iTn in Pig. 2. This resistance can be adjusted Lintil the
time- constant of the condenser is equa.l to that of the coil,
and the ch;inges in the value of r do not affect the balance
Phil. Mag. (1891), Vol. XXXI., id. 534.
Phil. Mag. (1904), Vol. VII., p. 536.

s
for stead;;,'- currents.
Supposing this adjustment of £ to "be iiade, no current vail
b
flov; tliru G TT-v-en K2. is closed
oefore IC-j^. Let x, y and s rep-
B resent fclie q.uajitities wliicji
iiave pa,ssed thru the loranches
DB, SB and KIT, respectively,
at the time t^ after closing
K;i_. Tlien the quantities x + z
and y have traversed A33 and aE,
respectively, and z is the
charge on the condenser. Also, let C he the capacity of the
condenser and L the self-inductance of the coil.
Since there is no potential difference at any instant "be-
tvreen the points 17 and E, the potential drop from IT to B is
the saiTie as that from E to B. That is
z/c = Sd^^dt (10) .
Similarly, since r and C are in parallel with R, the drop
of potential from D to B is the sane "by the two paths, and
Rdx/dt = rdz/dt + z/C (11).
The total P. D. from A to E is equal to the effective elec-
tromotive force plus the E. II. F. necessary to overcome self-
induction. Expressing this in symbols and equating it to the
P. D. from A thru D to H, v/'e have
2 2
Q,dy/dt + LdV/dt = Pdx/dt + Pdz/dt +rdz/dt. . (12)
2 2
OlDtaining from. (10) and (11) the values of dy/dt, d y/dt
and dx/dt, and substituting in (12), we get
(q/S -P/R)cz = (PrA + P + r - L/CS) dz/dt . . . (13).

.9
But since the iDi-id^e is iDalaiiced for steady currents, p/R = O/s,
and tlie left hand raeralDer of (13) is equal to zero.
Therefore, L/cs = Pr/R + P + r;
and L = cfr(Q,+S) + Ps)
This, then, is the condition for "balance for varying currents.
If r = 0, it reduces to llaxvjell's fomula.
Data atid Discussi on.- It v;as soon discoYered that the
chief source of error in this method is in the determination of
r. Hence, most of the discussion will "be confined to this quan-
tity.
The coils v;ere always packed with felt in a doulDle-walled can
which was lined with thick ashestos.
Y/hen a resistance box is used in each branch of the Y/heat-
stone's bridge, the resistance of a part of a millimeter of the
slide \7±re is neligible. Hence, the bridge readings were all
recorded to the nearest whole millimeter.
The bridge was first balanced by increasing r, then by de-
creasing r; and if the two values were not the same, the mean
was tai:en.

10
TABU2 II.
GalY. 2557 B; coil 155; 2 dry cells.
P R s» Hean C a L t
i Ti
No. ohms oliins oluns olms r m f iiini.
(1) 29 29.30 200 204 510 .3 540 .1002 19.0*=
(2) 29 29.37 1000 1020 67 1.0 453 .0999 19.3
(3) 29 29.41 150 153 522 1.0 455 .1000 19.7
(4) 29 29.54 500 510 204 .8 293 .1000 20.3
(5) 29 29.47 800 815 90 1.0 133 • 0997 20.5
(6) 29 29.58 150 154 513 1.0 440 .0999 21.7
(7) 29 29.90 150 156 513 1.0 392 .1002 25.1
(8) 29. 29.95 400 417 196 1.0 390 .0998 25.4
(9) 30 29.49 170 169 476 1.0 600 .0999 20.8
(10) 20 29.29 500 510 159 1.0 536 .1006 18.5
(11) 29 29.35 1000 1020 67 1.0 472 .0999 19.1
(12) 29 29.33 700 714 106 1.0 426 .0996 19.4
(13) 29 29.42 301 505 271 1.0 336 .0997 19.8
(14) 29 29.48 500 512 157 1.0 401 .1000 20.6
(15) 29 29.51 800 820 90 1.0 375 .1006 21.0
(16) 29 29.54 200 20 5 402 1.0 392 .100 5 21.3
Ho deterrd-nations v;ere discarded. In (l)-(9), Table II, tlie
building Y7as steady and the needle would come completely to rest.
In (10)-(16), the needle v;as vibrating slightly- about .2 mni am-
plitude-and the effect is seen on the results.
Q,» = the resistance of the coil corrected for temperature.
An accurate thermometer, gradua.ted to tenths of degrees, V7as used.
S' is the resistance box value in the S-brancli. % and S are got

//
fron these values iDy adding the resistance of the proper length
of the hridge v;ire (resistance = ,00064 ohjr.s per m.m. ) The values
in the colLirm headed a, are the readings on the hridge-YH-re, of
the sliding contact E (See "Fig, x) "when the halance v^-as ohtained, 1
The Carey Foster method v/as used in deternining the resistance
of the coil. Pive deteminations were nade, as follovrs:
TABLE III.
Temperature. Resistance.
21.40° 29.546 oh^.is.
21.43 29.553
21.50 29.555
21.52 29.559
21.56 29. 565
It vras decided to call the resistance 29.56 olims, at 21.5^,,
and 29.55 ohms at 21.4°. The correction made in getting Q,' was
• 01 ohm per .1 degree.
TABLE IV.
Galv. 2557 C; coil 1520; 2 dry cells.
ITo.
P R a
m. m.
C r
mean
L t
(1) o 6.06 200 212 500 .7 35 .00625 23.9°
(2) 6 6.11 201 210 315 .1 283 .00626 26.0
(3) 6 6.12 201 210 300 .5 52 .00627 26.6
(4) 6 6.14 147 156 428 .7 49.5 .00630 27.2
(5) 6 6.11 147 156 451 .4 90 .00624 26.2
(6) 6 6.11 147 156 460 .2 137 .00627 26.0
Fone discarded. Some difficulty due to vihrations* In fact,

when using the Ayrton & Mather galyanonieter, there v/as almost
continual troulole "because of vihrations. Hereafter, to indicate
Y/hether or not this difficulty v^as met, v.-e shall say: "G ^ ead;;
or "G- unstea.do'".
Resistance of coil 1520 at 25.5° = 6.09 olms.
llo
.
^/ r
meaji
Q,'
q
S» a
mrn.
L t
(1) 34 35 34.5 12.07 .9 122 575 .00564 22.0°
(2) 30 30 30 12.87 1.0 122 571 .00565 22.2
(3) 47 47 47 12.87 .7 122 568 .00557 22.4
(4) 70 72 71 12.88 .5 12?: 565 .00561 22.7
(5) 150 155 151.5 12.38 .25 122 562 .00 553 22.8
ITone discarded. P = 13, R = 100, Q,' = 10 oh:-is series resistance
plus resistance of coil corrected for temp. G ujistea^dy; vihrat-
ing deflection . 1/2 mm . ajTiiplitude
.
Plesistance of coil = 2.89 olms © 24°.
TABLE VI
Ga.lT. 2185; coil 135; 2 dry cell s.
XnIO •
Tj Q,' R S» a
mm.
r
1
C L t
(1) 30 29.74 91 90 110
1
1141115 6.07*- .1002 23.3°
(2) 30 29.74 91 90 111
1
1421 142 5.07" .1004 25.5
(3) 30 29.74 91 90 120 809 1 311 1.00 .1002 23.2
(4) 30 29.75 121 120 190 1921192 3.09" .1004 25.2
(5) 50 29.72 121 120 208 144 1 144 5.98" .1006 25.0
Por meaning of checked values, see page// .
ITone disca^-rded

TABIE VII
13
P 0" c L t
mm.
(1) 20 15 19 . 86 120 120 306 14 ' 1^
1
1.0 .00433 22. 5
(2) 20 15 19.86 120 120 307
^ 1 ^45' 46
1
. 5 .00440 22.5
(3) 20 15 19.86 120 120 308 61| 62 .4 .00442 22.4
(4) 15 10 14.86 100 100 299 82j 82 .4 .00439 22.3
(5) 15 10 14.86 100 100 300 29.5! 29.J .9 .00442 22.3
ITone discarded. Q," = series resist., 0,' = Q," + resist, of coil.
The Walder galvanometer is not so sensitive as the Ayrton &
Ilather, "but it alv/ays carie to rest. Hence the agreenent of
results in tliis talDle is loetter than was got for glav. 25570,
coil 1527. It is irapossilDle to nalre accurate measurements with
a zero method if the spot of light on the scale is vi'brating
perccptahly.
TABLE VIII
ITo. P o S' a r
1
C L t
29.1 29.63 90 92
nrn.
353 115 1 114 6.07^ .1005 22. 2o
(2) 29.1 29.63 90 92 360 14-0
j
141 5.07^ .1007 22.2
(3) 29.1 29.62 137 140 298 92' 93
1
5.07^ .1006 22.1
(4) 29.1 29.62 137 140 302 1241 124 3.93" .1003 22.1
(5) 29.1 29.61 137 140 306
1
166| 167 3.09^ .1002 22.0
ITone discorded. The results seem to indicate that the nominal
values of the capacities are a little high. ITo series resist.
0/ = resist, of coil, cor. for temp.

TA3LS X
GalY,. 2002; coil 1520; 3 dry cells.
(1) IG 10 15.95 70 70 263 60 '60 1. .00632 18.3°
(2) 16 10 15.95 100 100 220 40 40 1. .00627 19.0
(3) 16 10 15.95 100 100 217 121 121 2.09 .00623 19.1
(4) 21 15 20.95 110 110 2ol 5.5 5.5 2.09 .00636 19.2
(5) 21 15 20.96 90 90 252 54 54 .8 .00634 19.4
ITone discarded. I : sliculd "be noticed that in this table and all
preceding, tlie Q, of the formula is equal to Q,' + a in ohms.
That is, Q = Q.' + .00064a; end S = S' +(1000 - a) (.00064).
Up to this time, a.s has been suggested, the va2ue of Q, was
huilt up in the folloTang v;sy. Pirst, the resistsjice of the
coil was deterrnned hy computing and applying the necessary
increment (using the temperature coefficient of copper T/ire as
.00383) ; then the resistance of the length a of the bridge
wire was added; e.nd also the series re a stance, if a^iy. This
is a, much longer process than getting Q, from the simple bridge
fomaula: Q, = PS/R. So a number of Tallies of Q, from the fore-
going data were determined by both methods ejad compared, and
it was found that the former m-ethod is no more accurate than
the latter. Hence, the bridge formula was used from this time
on; and temperature readings were no longer taken.
In the remaining tables, Q.' = the series resistajice, and
S' = the resistance-box value in the S-branch of the bridge.

Galv. 2557 C; coil 660; 2 dry cells.
ITo
,
P ' a R S' s r a C t
(1) 20 12 20.05 100 100 100 . 26 133' 183
1
598 1.0 .0240
(2) 20 12 20.05 100 100 100.25 315 1 317 615 • .0240
(3) 20 12 20.03 200 200 200 . 26 91| 91 583 1.0 .0240
(4) 30 22 30.04 200 200 200 . 25 104 1 104 613 .3 .0240
(5) 30 22 30.05 150 150 150 . 23 122 1 125 636 .9 .0239
The resist^jice of this coil is 7.67 oims @ 22.2°. G was steady
aiid the effect is seen in the agreement of resul'-.s. ITo deter-
minations v;ere discarded.
TABLE ^QCI
ITo
.
•p
0,' Q, R S' S r a c L
20 16 19.73 203 200 200.28 7.l| 7.1 563 1. .00556
(2) 20 16 19.73 203 200 200.27 17
j
13 571 .7 .00550
(3) 20 16 19.75 304 300 500.27 16' 16 530 .5 .00556
(4) 14 10 13.32 304 300 300 . 20 694 .4 .00560
(5) 14 10 13.76 102 100 100 . 2G 43 1 43 594 .3 .00550 1
ijone discarded. G-. not verj s tead^,'.
TABLE XIII
Galv. 2557 C: coil 790; 2 dry cells.
ITo. P Q, S' S r a C C
1
rain.
(1) 20 10 19 . 42 206 200 200 . 50 i23.jr| 123; 534 1. .0322
(2) 20 10 19 . 44 206 200 200 . 29 163 1 166 550 .8 .0324
(3) 20 10 19.45 206 200 200.28
1
145
1
145 553 .9 .0323
1
1
(4) 25 16 25.38 150 152 152.30 181 ' 131
1
532 .9 .0324
1
I
(5) 25 16 25.38 150 152 152.30 232 ! 234 534 .6 .0324
'
"T
'

ITone discarded. G. stead;:,'-. Tlie netliod is seen to ^.^e just as
sensitive to clianges in an "r" of 100-200 olms as -^^Iien r is
"below 50 olnns.
Resistance of coil - 9.09 ohns © 22.3°,
TABLE XIY
Galv. 2557 D\ coil 460; 2 dry cells.
ITo
.
P R S' s r a C L
mrn.
(1) 20 15 20.06 110 110 110.34 63| 63 472 1.0 .01042
(2) 20 15 20.06 110 110 110.34 97 1 99 470 .7 .01049
(3) 20 15 20.04 200 200 200.37 76' 77 425 . 5 .01043
(4) 30 25 30.0 5 200 200 200 . 36 24' 25
1
430 .9 .01043
(5) 30 25 30.06 200 200 200.37 36, 33 425 .4 .01042
ITone discarded. Conparing ITo. (4) i/itli tlie rest, Me have an-
other illustration of the fact that the nethod is no more
sensitive to locating the value of so small an r, than for r
somewhat larger. Therefore, the percent of error is greater,
on the average. iPonner tahles show the same thing.
Resistance of coil = 4.76 oMis © 22°.
TABLE XV
Glav. 2717 c: coil 590; 2 dry cells.
ITo. P Q. R s» S r a
476
C L
(1) 20 13 19.37 101 100 100.34 136 1 133 1.0 .0135
(2) 20 13 19.87 101 100 100.34 176 1 176 476 .3 .0135
(3) 30 23 30.02 200 200 200.17 39 '39 723 .7 .0135
(4) 30 23 30.02 200 200 200.17 54. 54 723 1.0 .0134
(5) 24 17 24.02 300 300 500 . 19 91'93 705 .5 .0135

nTABI£ XVI
CJalY. 2717 C; coil 1525; 3 dry cells.
ITo. P Q,' Q, R S' s r
1
a
ITUTL.
C L
(1) 20.1 15 20.17 100 100 100,37 55 1 55 420 .5 .00432
(2) 20.1 15 20.17 100 100 100 . 36 73
1
75 439 .4 ,00437
(5) 20.1 15 20.19 30 80 80.34 28
1
28 466 1.0 .00442
(4) 20.1 15 20.19 80 80 80,34 70 70 470 .5 .00433
(5) 30.0 25 30.11 30 80 80.29 23 23 560 .8 .00440
(6) 30.1 25 30.15 200 200 200.34 12 12 461 .5 .00440
Hone disca^rded. The 'balancing process v/as nucii more difficult
Y/itIa this galvanometer than with the ones used previously, on
account of a slight parallax: effect in reading the scale.
Other telescopes "iTere tried "out the trouble could not he got
rid of entirely.
Summary of Conclusions .- 1. Tlie "bridge should first "be "bal-
anced hy increasing r, then hy decreasing r, and the meaLi taL-
en. The ver;>^ fact that the two values of r, thus ohtained, are
not ali7ays the same is sufficient reason ^.7liy this should he
done.
2. Since the resistance r is in the galvanometer circuit,
it ohviously should not he large, on accOLint of diminishing
the sensitiveness of the galvanometer. On the other hand, the
data shows that the arrangement is no more sensitive to changes
in r when its value is only a few olims, than wlien it is a
hundred ohms, or more. Therefore r should not he too small,
hecause the percent of error, due to a mistake in the value of
r, increases as r decreases. In general, a value of r hetween

50 and 200 oluiis T7ill give the l^est results.
5. Tlie value of Q, should he coiirputed fr'on the hridge for-
mula. (See page
4. It is hotter to use a series resistance vrith coils of
small resistance. By thus nakiing Q, larger, any inistaice in get-
ting its value he comes a sinaU^rpercent of error.
5. The Ayrton-].lather galvanometer gives much the hest re-
sults when the needle will come to rest; hut when there is any
trouhle at all due to vihrations, the Haider is just as good.
This simply means that in order to do accurate worlc with a
galvanometer when using a zero method, tiie needle must come
entirely to rest.
6. The Type-H requires a telescope and, for this reason,
it YTtxQ found more difficult to judge when the zero-point v/as
reached \7ith this galvanometer.
RIIILIiaTOH'S nODIPICATIOlT OP LIAXCTTILL ' S lETHOD"
Theory and Ilanipulation.- In this method the apparatus is
connected just as in Maxwell* s, except that the condenser is
shunted over only a part of R, 3?ig. 3. N is a point on the
that "by transferring plugs
from the one to the other, the
two resistance ooxes, r and r
sliding contact hetween the
resistance in -oarallel with
if
the condenser can he varied
iTithout changing the total re
^Phil. !lag. (1337). Vol, mv, p. 54.

sistancG, R, in the "brancli DB.
Supposing tlie Toridge is loalanced for steady currents and
that iDoth Iceys are closed, let x and y represent the values
of the current thru ADB and AES, respectively, after the steady''
condition has heen reached. Then if K is opened, the coil L
vrill send a momentary current thru the galvanometer, the in-
tegral of which is the quantity:
Lj ^ R + S - ^v/?
G(H + S) +p,Q'^G + R+ S IRTp" + Qf + gTP + Rf'
R TT ^ ^ ^
since PS = QJ^.
Also, the condenser ¥/ill discharge a quantity thru the
galvanometer \7hich is expressed loj
r P + Cxr^P
^^^
G(P Q,)
. ^ . ^
^ a + P +^ R(? +"Q,)"+ G(P + R)»
a + I' + Q, + ^
+
since PS = QJ^.
But these quantities pass thru the galvanometer in oppos-
ite directions and, if there is no throw, they are equal.
Therefore "LyR = Cxr^P,
and L= (CPr2/R)(x/y) (14).
But x/y = O/p;
Hence L = cqr^R ^15).
By mai-ing r = R, this hecomes Maxwell's formula.
If the ahove relations are developed for the state of af-
fairs when the hattery circuit is made rather than Torolcen, a
result identical with (15) is obtained, and so the formula
holds for "both cases.
^Poster 8z Porter, Elect, and ilag.
,
p. 334.

It should Ids noticed that in this discussion the condition
that the potential at the t\70 points D and E rises at the .sajiie .
rate, is not satisfied. Hence the assumption is made that the
whole quaatity of electricity, in "both directions, passes thru
the galYanoneter before the needle has sensioly moved. Other-
wise there will "be a douhle kick, even tho * the time integral
of the current thru the galvanometer is zero.
Data a^id Discussion.- In this method, as in Anderson's,
the nnly chief source of error is in the determination of r.
Por all the data: = series resistance, S' = resistance
"boji value in S-lDranch. C is in micro-farads and all resistances
are in olims.
TABLE Tyil
Oalv. 2557 B; coil 1523; 3 dry cells.
ITo. Da. ' Q. R r S' a C L
mean mm
(1) 15 10 14.9^ 120.3 74.1 120 65 6.42*^ .00436
(2) 15 10 14.94 120.8 80.7 120 70 5.42' .00437
(3) 15 10 14.96 200.8 104.7 200 90 5.42" .00442
(4) 35 30 34.94 200.8 62.5 200 55 6.42" .00436
(5) 55 30 34.93 100.3 45.1 100 42 6.22*^ .00433
ITone discarded. The wire of a second -loridge "./as used oetweon
r and r', hut m-oving the point IT one-half the length of the
wire could harely he detected in (2), (5). In (1), (3), (4)
it could not he detected. G v;as unsteady.

0-1
TABLE XVIII
Galv. 2557 B; coil 155- 5 dry cgIIg.
ITo
.
P ' Q, R r S» a C L
"ITT »
(1) 30 29.94 800.3 649.1 300.1 270 6.42'' .1009
(2) 30 29.93 300.3 705.1 300.1 252 5.42^^ .1006
(3) 30 e 29.95 300.8 675.1 300.1 235 5.90*^ .1005
(4) 30 29.95 700 .
3
632 700.1 215 5.90" .1007
(5) 30 29.94 700.8 585 700.1 62 6.90^ .1008
ITone discarded. Did not use sliding contact at IT,
on the second iDridge-v/ire, as the arrangement was not
sensitive to so small a change in r. Used three cells
as the large R cut down the current. The results
shov: a constant error which may "be due to the cap-
acities. (See page//).
TABLE IXli
Galv. 2557 C; coil 1520 ; 2 dry cellE* •
iTo. P Oo' Q, R r S» a C L
mean min.
(1) 22 16 22.24 130 75 131 307 6.6" .00634
(2) 20 14 20.08 120 75 120 76 6.6- .00621
(3) 20 14 20.10 120 77 120 25 6.4'" .00636
(4) 16 10 16.31 120 33. 5 122 455 6.6" . .00626
(5) 16 10 16.31 120 85 122 215 6.4" .00628
(6) 20 14 20.10 100 70 100 215 6.4^ .00630
(7) 20 14 20,10 100 67.5 100 f, o 6.9" .00632
(3) 20 14 20.10 100 90 100 290 3.35' .00627
Discarded three determinations which were off mors than 20^,
due pro'ba'bly to a loose plug, tho ' the trouble was not found.

Poi- Ho. (3) the "bridge-wire "betv/een r and r* v/as taJ^en out "be-
cause it was found to be of no advantage. It was loot put in
again. 3?or Ho's (l)-(4), G was not steac3y; for Ho's (5)
-(9),
G was steady; note tlie difference in agreeinent of results.
Ho. 1^ Q, R r S' a C L
(1) 20 13 20.02 250 215 '215 250
inn*
597 5. .0135
(2) 20 13 20.02 300 263j 263 300 590 4. .0135
(3) 20 13 20.02 550 283, 234 350 575 4. .0134
(4) 30 23 30.03 300 192 192
1
300 597 5. .0185
(5) 30 23 30.04 200 165i 165 200 513 4.5 .0184
Hone discarded. G steady.
Beginning at this time, the independent values of r got "by
"balancing in opposite directions, were recorded, rather than
the mean.
The agreement of the corresponding values of r in Tahle XX
shovrs that no sensitiveness is lost "by having r as large as
200 olims.
TABLE XXI
Ho. P 1 0,
a. I
V>
-i 1.
\^ \^ JU 1 ^
r
i-»
—
———
S' a
nitn.
C L
(1) 30 21 30.32 500 374' 375 50 5 371 3.35* .0327
(2) 30 21 30.33 500 433^ 434 505 366 2.85" .0324
(3) 30 21 30 . 40 400 334' 534 405 432 3.35^ .0326
(4) 30 21 30.52 300 2Sl' 281 305 »7 4.04'' .0324
(5) 30 21 30.49 200 1901 1 1904 203 610 5.39^ .0325
Hone discarded. Hote again the agreement in values of r, shov/'-
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ing that r does not liavG to "be small.
Used 3 cells Toecause tlie total resistance was coLiparatively
Mgii.
Paralla:>: "botiiered some in getting the l^alance.
TASLE TZai
ITo. P Q, R r S' a C L
(1) 40 3G.1 40.02 200 99
j
99 200 313 2.35 .00559
(2) 40 36.1 40.02 200 167| 163 200 olG 1.0 .00561
(3) 40 36.1 40.02 300
1
251| 233 300 800 .3 .00564
(4) 30 26.1 30.01 300 264| 266 300 79 2 .8 .00562
(5) 30 26.1 30.01 250
1
215, 215 250 793 1.0 .00555
Hone discarded. Ho difficulty except the slight parallax.
TABLE XXIII
ITo. P
W ' -A- W
R
p
—
i—::::
—
r
1
S' a C L
(1) 30 26 .
1
30.02 250 227 1 227 250 790 .9 .00557
(2) 30 * J. 30.01 300 232j 232 300 786 .7 .00557
(3) 30 26.1 30.01 300 2641 264 300 735 . u .00558
(4) 4-0 36 . 40.02 200
1
1G7| 167 200 307 1.0 .0055?
(5) 40 36.1 40.02 200 1131 113 200 303 2.0 .00557
ITone discarded. ITote agreement in values of r.
It should he noticed that in these last tv;-o tahles the
galvanometers are different, hut all other conditions are ex-
actly the same. ?Ience it affords a comparison of the txro galv-
anometers. The agreement of results for the lTa,lder is seen to
"be very much hetter than for the Type-H. But this does not

mean that 2133 is more sensitiye than 2717 C, for it is not.
Tliere are t\7o reasons for it:- (1), The scale distance for the
Haider is about twice as great as for the Type-H. (2), V/ith
a spot of light on the scale directly "before the eye, one can
detect a very snail kick v/ith more certainty than when look-
ing thru 4i*e telescope.
,TA3L3 XXEV
GalY. 2133; coil . G60; 3 di'y cells.
ITo. p R r c f1-/ a C L
(1) 30 30.05 400 400 ' 400
1
400
mm,
274 2.0 .0240
(2) 30 22.1 30.03 400 326
.5| 526.5 400 281 3.0 .0240
(3) 30 22.1 50.04 3 50 3061 306 350 510 3.0 .0241
(4) 40 32.1 40.05 300 26 8. 268.5 500 354 2.5 .0241
(5) 40 32.1 40.06 300 286.51 286,5 500 360 .0241
ITone discarded. ITote the agreement in corresponding values
of r. The sensitiveness of the method was not lost lay making
r = 400 ohms.
Summary of Conclusions .- 1. A sliding contact hetwecn the
reistance "boxes^, r and r', is not necessary,
2. As in Anderson's method, the "balance should "be obtained
first by increasing r, then by decreasing r, and the mean
taken.
3. The value of r shoLild be nearly equal to that of R.
4. R should be large and C small, so that r will be
comparatively large. Thus, the percent of error due to any
mistake in the value of r is decreased. Since the r in this
method is not in the galvanometer circLiit, there is no ob-

2.S
jection to incrGasing its va.lue.
5. Q, should he computed hy the fomula Q, = PS/R, rather
than "built up from the resistance of the coil. (See page /^).
6. "/ith coils of small resistance a resistance in series
should he used.
7. The Ai^rton-ilather and ITalder galTanoineters gave "better
results than the Type-H. The Type-H is not so well adapted for
zero methods. (See pa^e£.3).
8. The greater sensitiveness of the Ayrton-Iiather is of
ne advantage unless it vail come completely to rest. (See
5, page }^ )
.
9. VThen using a rather high total resistance or when us-
ing a coil of small inductance, three cells proved more sat-
isfactory than tv;o; hut, in general, the extra cell is not
desirahle hecause of the added trouhle to keep the "bridge
"balanced for stead:/ currents.
RUSSELL'S llODIITICATIOII 03? IlAXirffiLL'S I.ICTHOd''
Theory ajid Hanipulat ion. - Tlie theory is the same as for
Harwell's method and, in fact, the arrangement of apparatus
is also exactly the same. But no attempt is made to "balance
the "bridge for varying currents. Sujjpose the steady-current
"balance is ohtained. w'ith a certain value of the capacity,
the deflection in one direction is noted; then the capacity
is changed enough to give a throw in the opposite direction,
and these values are recorded. The value of C vAiich would
reduce the deflection to zero is found "by intei'polation ajid
suTDstituted in Harwell's formula: L = OJIC.
Data and Discussion.- This notation throughout:- L in
# ^'London Electrician, May 4, 1394.

henrys, C in microfarads, a in millimeters, d in millimeters,
resis tances in ohms.
In making neacurements "vritli this method, the grea,test diffi-
culty is to get deflections large enough to Toe read accura,te^-
ly.
TAB3LE UN
GalY. 2557 B; ceil 152; 5 dry cells.
C P Q,' R S' a L
c .3 .4
.4 20,9 20 20.73 121 120 624 .001003
d 7 1.3 .0
C .25 . o
.3 24.9 24 24.74 151 150 605 .000971
d 6 1.0 .0
C .25 .5
.3 30.7 30 30.75 110 110 619 .001014
d 10 1.0 . .0
llone discarded. Por ( 3) , 5 cells v/ere used, and G Tv'as not
stea,dy. Por (1) and (2) G- was stes.dy.
It happened in each case that a value of C was foimd, v;ithout
interpolating, which made d = 0. ITote iflf (3) that .05 m.f.
change in C makes only lm).n. change in d. OlDviously, then, the
Yalue of C for halance cannot "be found accurately.
The inductance is too small for this m.ethod.

TABLE XXSri
Galv. 2557 C; coil 1527; 2 dry cells.
C P Q,' Q, R S» a L
c 2.09 3.98
3. 59 13 10 13.. lo 119 120 430 .00561
a J. r»+ 7 -1.8 +17
C 2.09 6.07
3.64" li 10 13. 13 120 121 428 ,00573
a +17 + 7 - 1 1
C 1.0 2.09
2.02 23 20 23 . 22 120 121 575 .00563
a 14 + 7 r"
C 2.09 3.09
3.21" 23 20 23.10 75 75 330 .00556
d +18 +6 + .8
C 3.09 5.07
4.03" 23 20 23.12 60 60 407 .00566
d ^ +20 +5 -5
None discarded. The agreement of results is not good, due to
the fact that siich snail deflections can not "be read accurat-
ely. G v/as steady.
TAJ3LE lU^ni
C-alY. 2557 C; coil 1523 j 2 dry cells.
C p D ' R S' a L
c 2.09 3.09
2.49^ 15 10 15.04 120 120 225 .00449
d +13 +2 -3
C 2.09 3.09
2.39*' 15 10 15.06 100 100 249 .00435
d +14 +4 -1
C 2.09
2.09" 15 10 15.03 140 140 226 .00440
d +11 +0
C 2.09 3.09
3.00"' 13 13 13.03 80 30 504 .00434
d +15 +5
C 2.98 3. 48
3.23'^ 18 15 18.08 75 75 316 .00438
d +16 +1 -1

Hone discarded. G steady.
T/JBLE XXYIII
GalY. 2557 C; coil 155; 1 dry cell.
C P Q, R S' a Q,' L
c 29.14 32.1
29.95 30.1 29.86 110 110 450 .0993
d +120 4r5 -8
IToiie discarded. Had seven of the larger condensers in parallel.
A smaller capacity could have "been used, of course, "by mailing
R and S' larger. G stead^^^.
TABLE }CmZ
GalY. 2002; coil 1523; 2 dry cells.
2.09
C P
.—c
R c; 1 a L
c 2.98
2.39 IS 13 18.07 100 100 292 .00432
d +5 + .75 — J. • w
C 3.09 5.07
4.41 14 14.13 70 70 309 .00436
d +6.2 +2 -1
ITone discarded. So sLiall an L cannot be measured accurately
with this galvanometer, for d is too snail when C = 0. A is
too large.

TABLE XXX
GalY. 2135; ceil 1520; 2 dry cells.
n » T? b 3, TLi
c 2.09 3.98
3. SSS" 18 12 13.26 99 100 393 .00639
d +19 +S fro •
C 2.51 3.51
5.557'' 13 12 18.25 99 100 333 .00643
d +19 +5.5 + .25
C 1.0 3.91
3.543" 18 12 18.26 99 100 365 .00639
d +19 +14 -2
C 1.0 5.42
2.87'' 20 14 20.26 109 110 365 .00634
d +1S +11 -15
ITone discarded. The only difficulty is to read correctly such.
small deflections.
TABLE Xm
Galv. 2557 D; ceil 460; 2 dry cells.
c . P R S' a L
c .4 3.35
1.33^ 30 25 30.06 200 200 424 .01040
d +14 -17
C .3 5.90
3.536^ 30 25 30.10 100 100 490 .01063
d +26 -19
C .5 4.05
3.540" 30 25 30.10 100 100 489 .01065
d +24 -4
C .5 6.90
4.34Y 30 25 50.12 80 80 514 .01046
d +27 -18
C .4 6.90
5.114^ 20 15 20.07 100 100 442 .01026
d +29 -11
Hone discarded. Values of d for C u were not recorded. ITote
that (3) and (5) are off the most and also that the negative

deflections in these two cases are the two smallest. (The cor-
rect value of L is about .01045). C- steady.
TABLE Xmi
Galv. 2557 D; coil 590; 2 dry cells.
c 1, 12. 32
C P
•
R s» a L
d +51 -19
9.249" 20 13 20.05 100 100 650 .0185
n
o.Oo 11.32
9.255"
d +39 -13
20 15 20.05 100 100 631 .0186
C 1. 5.90
d +17 -25
2.818'' 20 13 20.01 300 300 634 .0185
C .8 4.05
d +15.
G
-12
2.646" 20 13 20.01 350 350 684 .0135
Discarded one detemina.tion v/hich was off by 11^ "because of
some mistake. G stead;^''.
The table sho\7s that the larger L can be measured more accurat-
ely with this method.
TABU] JJXLll
Galy. 2557 D; coil 153; 2 dry cells.
c
d
2.51
+23
6.42
— ^ ^/
C
4.242""
—
P
oO
0'
29.79
R
806
J- a-
S'
800
a
585
L
.1018
C
d
1.
+37
5.42
-22
3.772"^ 50 29.81 900 394 510 .1010
C
d
1.
+18
5.
-8
3.770 30 29.81 900 394 400 .1011
C
d
1.
4I5.5
5.
— 11
3.35 50 29.80 1000 993 520 .0998
ITone discarded. ITote that for (5), and (4), standard condensers
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were used. There is a constant error in (1), (2) and (3), of
ifo or more. Since (3), iiowever, is no improvement over (1)
and (2), the error is not tracea.ble to the capacitj.es. It is,
no doubt, some avoidable experimental error. One cell was used
for (3) and (4).
TAKLE XmV
Galv. 2717 C; coilL 530; 2 dr^^ cells.
C P Q. R
'
S' a L
c .7 2.
(1) 1.74 30 26.1 30.10 100 100 473 .0052E
d +5 +3 -.75
Made no more than the one determination because d is too small
when 0=0, to be read with any degree of accuracy. An L of
this value shouJLd not be m.easured with this galvanometer and
method.
TABLE }QGar
Oalv. 2717 C; coil 660; 3 dry cells.
C p Q, R S' a L
.8 5.07
(1) 2.667" 30 22.1 30.04 300 300 323 .0240
d +10 +7
1. 4.04
(2) 2.658'' 30 22.1 30.04 300 300 335 .0240
d +10 +6
C 1. 6.89
(3) 3.945" 30 22.1 30.06 200 200 370 .0237
d +14 +10 -10
C 6.89 1.
(4) 3.244'' 30 22.1 50.05 250 250 352 .0244
d +11 _T '^J. <- +8
C 6.89 1.
(5) 3.i9r 30 22.1 30.05 250 250 352 .0240
d +11 -13.5 +8
ITone discarded. (4) and (5) illustra.te well the source of error

due to using small deflections. In these tv/o deterniinations
all the conditions are exactly the srip.e, (5) heing a, repiti-
tion of (4). Hov/ever, in (5) the negative deflection v/as read
1/2 nni. more than in (4) andthe results show that it made a
difference of over \fo in L. The agreement cf results in this
tahle and others is as good as it is, only "because the great-
est possible care v;as talcen in reading the deflections.
Summary of Conclusions.- 1. As this is a deflection method,
the greatest source of error
,
natura.lly, vms found to he in
the reeding of the deflections.
2. In all the d&ta recorded, the deflections were obtained
hy simply hresJiing the hattery circuit after the "bridge Vv-'as
"balanced for stee.dy currents; and the re cults are good for the
coils of comparatively large inductance. However, forthe coils
having an inductance less than a"bout .01 henry, the agreement
of results was not very satisfactory/ "because the deflections
were too sm^ll to "be read accurately. Hence, to m.ea.sure the
smaller coils, some means of increasing the galvanometer throws
ought to be adopted.
There are tv/o ways of doing this: (1) hy reversing the
current with a Polil coiTimutator, instead of merely "braJcing the
"batterj'- circuit; and (2) hy using the pendulujn apparatus to
open the galvanometer circuit immediately after the "battery
circuit is broken, and thereby avoid most of the damping. But
there is an objection to the first means. The successive time
intervals talcen to throw over the rocker of the commutator
will not be exactly equal, and this will introduce a source of

error in the deflections. As to the second, the penduli-m app-
aratus does not have this olDjection and
,
moreover, it v/as
foimd hy trial to give deflections as large as are got "by re-
versing the current v;ith the galvanometer key closed. (See the
discussion of the use of the penduluon apparatus in Lord
Rayleigh's nethod^page^i^ ) . Breal:ing the circuits in this way
is a Yerj easy raatter, and it doubtless would greatly improve
the results possihle with Russel's method.
(3). The sensitiveness of the galvanometers made more diff-
erence than for the tv/o former methods, the Ayrton-Mather giv-
ing much the best results. The Ty;.e-H and Haider 2183 did very
v/ell, hut ITalder 20G2 was not satisfactory at all, because
of its higli logarithmic decrement.
LORD PJIYLEIGH^S IIETHO]/
Theory and llani jp _ulat ion.- In this method, v/hich was due
Oi*iginally^ to JvlaxTwell, a capacity is not used. The inductance
coil L, ?ig. 4, is connected
vd.th three non-inductive re-
Q sistances in the 'J^he at stone ' s
"bridge. These resistances are
first adjusted so as to obtain
the steady- current balance.
Then if K is closed after K^2> ^ quantity of electricity vdll
uTi^ u c e. <5(.
be sent thru the galvanometer, due to the influenced E.ll.P. in
. Roy. Soc, Vol. SOai. (1381)., p. 116; also Phil. Trans.
1. Trans. R.S., Vol. CLV, 1S65; (1882)., part 2.
/. Pro
ji.Phil
or Clerk Ma:ruell's "Collected Papers", Vol. I., p. 547
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the coil. This quantity can Tdg calculated as follov/s: An elec-
tromotive force of value, e, in the branch AH, will send thru
(j a current proportional to e; say Ke.
But the induced E.ii.P. in L is
-Ldi/dt
\7here i_ is the instantaneous value ofthe current in the coil.
Consequently, the current £ produced in the galvanometer he-
cause of this E.ll.P. is
C = -KLdi/dt
Let Q, represent the total quantity v;hich flows thru the
galvanometer. Then
Q = /cdt = -ICL /di/dt = - ICL^^di = -KLI,
where I is the final steaclc,^ value of i_.
Pron the theory of the hallistic galvanometer, this quantity
can also "be expressed hy the equation
q =(HT/7TG)(sin^/2)(l + ^2)
.
Therefore KLI = (IIT/ttG) ( sinVs) (1 + ^2),
and L ={HT/7r(Jia)(sinV2)(l + Y2).i (16).
The resistance Q, is now changed by a very small amount, at ,
and so the balance for steady currents destroyed. This mil
cause a current £* to flew thru the galvanometer and produce
a steady deflection, 6". But because of the snallness of
,
we may as Lime that the valLie of the current in the branch AE
is still I. However, the introduction of the resistance ^r into
this bra^nch has the same effect as if an E.ll.P. of value a rl
were introduced, and so the current thx^u the galvanometer is
/.J. J. Thompson, Elect, and Mag,, p. 434.
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seen to 'be
c» = iCArl.
But C =(K/Ct) (tan ©) ; and, therefore,
= (Ii/G)(tan
E3 = Htan e/G^r (17).
Su"bstitutinc tMs value of IvI in (16), we have
L =
TArsinQ/2(l + ^2).
T tan
In this formula, T is the coniplete period of the needle and
*^ and are the angular deflections. Lis e^cpressed in henrys
if r is in olims.
A difficulty.- Because of the fact that the galvanometer
key is kept closed v/hile the induction current is flowing, it
is obvious that the value of ^, used in the formula, should
he determined with the galvanometer on closed circuit. It is
impossible, however, in the case of the d'Arsonvt^J. type of
galvanometer, to get a satisfaxtoiy value of A on closed cir-
cuit unless the instrument has a very high resistance- 2000
ohms, or more. To avoid this difficulty, specia,l keys were
used in both the galve.nometer and the battery circuit, and
they were tripped by means of a pendulvtm appara,tus.
The pendulLim apparatus was one of those used in the elect-
rical laboratory for condenser experiments. A sketch of it is
shofm in Pig. 5. The bob of the pendulvim swings betv/een two
parallel, circular arcs of wood upon which the keys are
clsjnped. The keys a.re kept closed by means of smaJLl lever de-
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tents which project up vertically. vTlien, hoi7ever, one of these
, levers is throvm over by the cross "bar
Ox the pendulLira, the spring contact is
released and the corresponding circuit
opened instantly. Since the positionsof
the two keys are adjustable, the time
interval hetv/een the opening of the two
circuits hy this device can he nade as
small as we please. The pendulum is ahout a meter long.
iPigure 6 shows the connections. and IC2 were used to
"break the "battery and galvanometer circuits, respectively.
K
* was clejnped and kept staticnar;^-. Starting with K2 several
centimeters behind, it was gradually moved up toward Ki and
observations of the throv/ v/ere made after each change in
its position, till the deflection rea.ched a maximum. This
position was about a centimeter behind K^, and it Y/as found
that the throv/ did not decrease
any until this distance was
reduced to a millimeter. This
^ process was repeated for diff-
erent coils (.001 her.Ty to .1
heni'y) with four galvanometers,
and practically no difference
could be observed in the range
of positions of K2 for which the throw was a ma:xim.um. This
indicates that K2 does not have to be accurately placed. It
can be set by guess at a distance of about 5 mm. behind the
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experiments.
Advajitag;c of usin^ the Pendulina Apparatus* - There are three
advantages in using the pendulum apparentus.
(1) . The valuec)^^, determined with the galvanometer on open
circuit, can he used. As has already'" "been said, it is necessary
to use this for most d'Arsonval galvajiometers "because, on
closed circuit, the spot of light will sv/ing past the zero
only one or tv;o times, malting it impossihle to determine the
logarithmic decrement.
(2) . Since the dami-;ing is so slight -when the galvanom.eter
circuit is opened im-:iediately after the battery circuit, the
"ballistic throw is very much increased and hence can "be read
more accurately. Of course, the gain in this Tiay depends upon
the resistance of the galvanometer; "but it was found "by actual
trip-l that the thi^ow is generally dou"bled. And so we have de-
flections as la,rge as would "be got "by reversing the current
with Kg kept closed,
(3) . The veulue of \ for a galvanometer on closed circuit
varies with the resistance in the circuit. Hence, in case one
is using a type of galvanometer for which A can "be readily de-
termined v/ith the key closed, it is then neccssai'y to make a
numher of determinations for different values of circuit re-
sistance ejid plot a cui've, "before working values of the de-
crem.ent can "be o"btained. By using the pendulum apparatus this
trouhle Eijid tim.e is saved, for )\ on open circuit is constant.
Referring again to Pig. 6, R, and R2 are the two sides of
a resistance "box connected in parallel for the purpose of get-
ting the small values of a r . The commit ator, C, in the galv-
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anometer circuit was introdiiced in order to have the steady
deflection in the same direction as the "ballistic throve. This
v/as foimd to improve results, the reason "being, of course,
that nost galvanometer suspcnsion=s have a slightly different
resistance to torsion in different directions. The use of the
coimnutator for this purpose, hov/ever, was soon discarded as it
vms discovered that the same end could he accomplished hy
malting Ar_ negative.
Care neces sary. - It v^as found cut immediately that in order
to mslce accurate measurements trith Lord Rayleigh's method, the
utmost care is necessary in getting the deflections. The chief
difficulty lies in the fact that the steady "balance changes
continually, due to varia.tion in the temperature of the coil
and connecting v/ires, malcing it necessary to talce several
readings in as short a time as possible'^ Hence, the coils vrere
always T/rapped with thick felt; "but even then the "balance v/ould
generally he off, "by the time one rea.ding was m.ade of and d©*
It was found hest to make the determjinations of d^ and d©
as follows: The aiaount of resistance to he plugged in at
in order to nalze dp< approximately equal to d^ T;as decided "by
preliminary trial. Then, having balanced the "bridge carefully
hy means of the sliding Izey at E, the pendulum was released
and the residing of d^ put dovm. Kt j-^ were now set up and
the plugs put in at R2 quickly as possible^- and as soon as
d^ was read, the plugs at R2 ^'^ere rem.oved again so that the
balance could be tested. If, as generally happens, the galv-
anometer then showed a permanent deflection of a millimeter or

more, indicating the Toridge "balance was off "by that time, a-
suitable correction in the Talue of dehad to he made. But this
correction in most cases T-'as only one-half of the permanent
Reflection referred to, hecause tloe interval up to the time
v/hon dp^vas read was generally ahout one-half the v/hole interral
from the time the original halance was r.iade until the "balance
was tested. Having thus determined one demand the corresponding
d^^the "bridge was re-"bals.nced a,nd the whole pracess repea.ted
for another d^cand dg^; and so on, as fast as possible, till four
or five pairs of values were o"btained. The mean of these values,
in each case, v/as the one recorded in the data.
These independent determinations often disa.greed "by as much
as one or two millimeters, owing to ve.riations in the hattery,
when dry cells ?;ere used; "but for storage cells the a,greem-ent
was much "better. Hence, a storage "battery should "be used.
Another source of error in getting the deflections should
Tdg mentioned. Some galvanometers gra,dually change their zero
when a current is sent thru them in the same direction a nurfoer
of times. Consequently, the position of the zero wa^ observed
at each time the "bridge v/as re-"balanced. A deflection due to the
zero "being off affects the value of "both dpe end d@, and should
not "be confused with the case ?/here the deflection is caused
"by an imperfect "balance and, under the conditions discussed
above, necessitates a correction in d^ only. If the zero is
dragged along fast enough to be noticed after a single pair of
readings a.re talien, instead of correcting for it, the difficulty
can be avoided by using a commutator in either the galvanometer
or battery circuit; so that alternate pairs of corresponding

deflections are injopposite directions.
After maJcing a niiriber of determinations it v;as foimd to "be
of adYaiitage to have a'bout the same current flowing thru the
opposite sides of the "bridge. Hence, the galYc.nometer and "bat-
tery were interchanged as shov/n in Pig. 7. By keeping P = R, the
^
-J z.
yl ai values of the current in the
right and left sides of the
hridge are always equal. This
is the final arrangement of app-
aratus which gave the best re-
sults.
Data and PJjcmssion. - The value of X for each galvanometer
was got "by talcing the mean of five independent detemainations.
The period v;a.s obtained by counting five times over the in-
-terval of 30 vibrations. (Por values of A and T, see page 3).
TABLE XXKYI
Galv.' 2183; coil 660; 1 storage cell.
^9 tan 6 L
(1) 72 70 1°51.5» .0162 1®4S' .0314 .0318 .0247
(2) 102 97 2038 .0230 2°29' .0434 .0318 .0251
(5), 196 112 5°0» .1009 2°52' .0501 .0190 .0246
(4) 156 98 3030
»
.0504 2051^ .0440 .0245 .0251
(5) 137 228 4030 ' .0393 5048' .1016 .0418 .0246
(6) 69. 5 84.5 1047i5' .0156 2°10.5 .0380 .0418 .0255
iJone discarded. The agreement is very poor

TABLE XTDmi
Glav. 2557 C; coil 660; apparatus as in Fig. 6.
oc sin^ Q tan 6 dry
cells
3
1
L
(1) 98 137 2036» .0227 3037
»
.0632 .0418 .0237
(2) 97 78 2034' .0224 2O04» .0361 .0245 3 .0240
(3) 67 72 1^46
»
.0154 1°54» .0332 .0326 2 .0263
(4) 94 102 2°29' .0218 2°42' .0472 .0326 1 .0253
Hone discarded. Agreesient still v/orse, due no dou"bt to yaria-
tions in the dry "battery.
The aboye two groups of data were not talcen till after a
number of preliminary determinations had "been made. So the:' do
not represent the first attempt with the method.
TABLE X>CXYIII
GalY. '2557 C; coil 560; app. as in Fig. 7; dry cells.
(1) 94 101 2029.'3 .0218
e
2«>40'
.0466 .0326 17 1 .0242
(2) 124 114 3oi6.'5: .0285 3O05» .0526 .0280 27 2 .0241
(3) 124 116 3oi6.»5 .0285 3O04» .0536 .0280 37 2 .0236
(4) 12s 113 3023' .0295 3007 .0544 .0280 37 3
(5) 109 101 2053' .0250 2040 '
'^'•t'
.0466 .0280 60 1 .0238
ITone discarded. Q, = S = 17, approx. These results are seen to
"be 2nuch loetter. ITo (5) is a repetition of (2) under exactly the
same conditions. iTote that the difference of 2 mm. in dg changed
L Tsy 2 percent. This error was due to a variation in the "battery.
i
TABLE Xmx
doc dp oc tan ITo.
k3 UV
P=R 0=S;
^ V,^ .J. U. fcJ
L
<USIU
(1) 80 74 2<'07» .0135 1<»58» .0342 .0230 1 60 27 .0240
8fiovj popq t .n43A 03 '-53 •^0 -n?4?>
(3) 126.5 101 3020 .'3 .0291 2«>40» .0466 .0245 1 30 17 .0243
(4) 163,8 1312 4019' .0376 3028« .0606 .0245 2 80 17 .0241
(5) 144 1155 3043» .0332 3O03» .0533 .0245 2 100 17 .0242
ITono discarded. The agreement is still "better. Hence, storage
cells should he used.
0,1 and S, are the resistances in the Q, and S "branches of the
"bridge, respectiveljr, not including the resistance of the cor-
responding parts of the slide wire. It was not necessary to
compute the exact values of Q, and S, since they are not used
in the formula.
TABLE XL
sm e tail © Ar P=Px Q=S, ITo. L >
(1) 139 194 4058' .0433 505.'5 .0391 .0419 100 19 2 .0323
(2) 157 160.5 4008' .0361 4<>12» .0734 .0419 130 19 2 .0327
(5) 13'45 120.3 3033' .0317 3m
»
.0556 .0361 130 29 2 .0326
(4) 102 90 2042' .0236 2025 .0416 .0361 60 29 1 .0325
(5) 113 100 2059
»
.0262 2039 .0463 .0361 4C 29 1 .0324
None discarded.
I
XLI
CralT. 2557 C; coil 790; app. as in Pi^:. 7: 1 sto rage cell.
doc dg sln% e tan & P px\ Si L
(1) 115.5 101.5 3*>1 J 5 .0265 2°41' .0469 .0361 40 29 29 .0324
v<&; JLUo 2*>51
'
.0250 r\ ft tr f .0513 .0423 29 29 50 .0328
(3) 98.2 102.2 2°36 • .0227 2042' .0472 .-0428 29 29 70 .0327
(4) 92.6 97.6 2°27 ' .0214 2°35' .0451 .-0423 29 29 OU 80 .0322
(5) 82.6 87.0 20111 .0191 2013' .0402 70428 29 29 t)0 T)0 -07,23
ITone dlacarded. In (4) and (5), was made negative and so the
comiutatox" was not used.
TABLE XLII
Qalv. 2557 C ; -coi]L 790; app. as in Pi/:;. 6 : 2 dr:r cells.
doc QC sin^ e tan e AT P Q<i R s, L
(1) 114.5 120.5 301J5 .0265 3011' .0556 J0428 29 29 1)0 100 .0324
(2) 104.5 71.5 2«>46» .0241 1«>54» .0331 r0280 29 29 120 120 .0323
(3) 91.5 97 2*>25» .0212 2034' .0443 .-0426 29 29 150 150 .0320
(4) 92 96 2026' .0213 2032» .0442 ;0426 29 29 150 150 .0326
(5) 100 103 2039
«
.0232 2°43.'Ji.0476 .-0418 L9J. 19 150 152 .0323
Hone discarded. ITo's (3) and (4) have exactly the sa:ne i-e si st kneels,
showing again how variations in the E.M.P. affect the result.
Dry cells are not as satisfactory as the storage cells.
J

TABIDS XLIII
CL«C
>, , —
,
&
1
—^^"^^
•
tan© AT L
<^ OC\ A tD U4 o o n 'ZOO p; J r> K /I n - • uo4y 4U n n
T onX f y no / O yi o K t •U4H y! C.04^0 - . 0649 40 A r\40 .0996
(3) 263 135.5 e'^so.s* .0597 3034' .0623 -.0649 40 40 .0987
(4) 263 134^ 6O50.5» .0597 3 032 J 3 .0618 +.0649 40 40 .0995
(5) 240 125 6°16' .0547 3°15' .0563 +.0649 40
, 270 .0992
ITone discarded. 2 dry cellB for (1); 1 dry cell for (2); 1 stor-
age cell for (3) and (4); 2 storage cells for (5). The determin-
ation of dice- and d^ is nucli easier rath the storage cells.
In (4) and (5), -vtiere zar is lolus, the coimiiutator was used to
throw the deflections in the sanie direction.
TABUi: XLIY
(ralT. 2557 C; coil 153; app. as in ?ig. 7; storage cells.
d^ oc sin"^ G tan. e ^r P=K ITo. L
(1) 233 122 6n3' .0542 3013. 3» .0565 +.0649 270 40 2 .0996
(2) 240.3 122 6oi6.'3 .0547 3013. 3* .0563 +.0649 270 40 2 .1000
(3) 219 112 5°44» .0500 2057. 7» .0517 -.0649 300 40 2 .0996
(4) 207.1. 159»4 5»26' .0474 4012 • .0734 -.0971 110 40 1 .0995
(5) 176.2 155 4<>38' .0404 3034» .0623 -.0971 150 40 1 .0999
Kone discarded. (2) is a repitition of (1), after the galvanometer
was re-leveled. One cell does just as well as two.
The data already given show that a negative Ar gives results
just as consistent as when4r is positive. Hence, fron this time
on, Ar was always made negative and the commutator in the cir-
cuit was no longer used.

GalY, BpQ2; coils 155 aiid 590.
This gaivaiioraeter, it was found, caii not lae used with this
method iDecause its period is too slow. It was impossihle to
get a value for dg. VAien the resistance /^r v;as plugged out to
give the steady deflection, the spot of light vrould move out
slOT/ly and with a gradually decreasing rate, and generally
would not stop at all. V/hen using the smaller coil (590) it
sometimes came almost to rest, "but the time interval ipequired
was so long that the Toridge-lDalance was off 5-12 ram. Toy the
time da could "be read.
It might seem that the trouhle v/as due to rapid change in
the room temperature at that time; "but such was not the case.
The coil was packed with thick felt. Horeover, \7ith a thermom-
eter graduated to tenths of degrees, temperature readings of :
the coil were taken every ten minutes, and it was found that
the rate of change of temperature of the coil was only .5** for
50 minutes.
Furthermore, the difficulty was not due to using a current
too high. The current used for coil 153 was considera'cly less
than was used in several instances with the same coil and
galv. 2557 C. And the current for coil 590 was low also,- mere-
ly enough to give a throw of 30 mm. One storage cell was used.
Hence, it is seen that a galvanometer with a long period
cannot he used with this method.
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TABLE XLV
1 --x-x--
9 tan e AT
Ju.
cells L
(1) 57 79 3°12* .0279 4°25.3» .0773 .0280 30 26 2 .0135
(2) 61 84.5 3°25i3 .0299 4043.7' .0827 .0280 70 26 2 .0135
(3) 65 79 3033j7 .0318 4°25' .0773 .0245 90 16 2 .0134
(4) 74.5 91 4011
»
.0365 5005' .0890 .0245 40 16 1 .0134
^(5) 62 75,6 5«>28.'7 .0304 4°14' .0740 .0245 50 16 1 .0134
ITone discarded. Dry cells for (l)-(3), storage cells for (4)
and (5). The Type-H v/orlis nicely for this method.
TABLE XEVI
g-a.lY. 2717 A; coil 790 app. as in Pip;. 7; storaf^e cells.
(1
(2
(S
(4
(5
(6
f (7
(8
(9
(10
(11
(12
(15
117
99^
35.7
32
37
115
102
ll^S
102
102
101
iio.q
92
da
138
ll';i5
101.6
66.3
70
133.9
122
133.5
31.5-
81
100,3
98
91.3
&°34»
5034.7'
4043.7'
4035.3'
4052.6'
6023»
5043'
6017.4'
6oi7:4'
5043'
504O'
6 oil'
509.5'
em ^2
.0573
.0487
.0420
.0401
.0426
.0564
.0499
.0549
.0549
.0499
.0494
.0540
.0451
e
7041.7'
6053.7'
5040.7*
3043'
3055.4'
70441
605O.4'
7029'
5001
'
4032.5*
5037.4'
5029.6'
5071
tan e
.1351
.1150
.0994
.0650
.0686
.1359
.1199
.1314
.0378
.0794
.0934
.0962
.0395
.0418
.0413
.0413
.0230
.0280170
.0426110
.0426140
.0426120
.0280120
.0280140
.0351140
.0312120
.0351160
40
60
30
65
19.4
19.4
19.4
29.4
29.4
29.4
29.4
29.4
29.4
29.4
29.4
29.4
29.4
IceU L
.0324
.0324
.0323
.0316
.0313
.0323
.0324
.0325
.0320
.0322
.0322
.0320
.0324
One disca,rded in 'vThich there T;as evidently a nistaice in record-
ing some value. ITote that all the resistances in (3) and (9)
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are exactly the saine, excepting at. Alco, the resistance^ in (7)
and (10) are the same excepting /^ r. Thus, lay nalcing less than
L was made too sLiall. ITote that in (4) and (5), TViiere L is
again too low, dg is less than do< .
TABLE XLVll
G-alv. 2717 A; coil 133: ap-p. as in jPicc. 7: storage cells.
do< d^ G tan^ A r Q IVb L
(1) 175 173.6 9°44.3' .0348 9039 • .1699 .1099 270 59. 5 2 .1003
(2) 122 122.2 6°50.4' .0596 6<>51» .1201 .1099 170 39. 5 1 .0998
(3) 113 113.6 6^20
»
.0552 6«»22» .1116 .1099 190 39.5 1 .0994
(4) 121.7 92.1 6«>49.4» .0595 5.10 » .0904 .0823 170 59.5 1 .0991
(5) 121.6- 151.6 6°49 ' .0595 3°30' .1495 .1372 170 39 . 5 1 .0999
ITone discarded. Here again, the lowest value of L is in (4) where
d© is less than d^ . ITote that (2), (4) and (5) were to test
the effect of making dp equal to, less than, or greater than dt?c •
Pron the last tvro tables especially, and also from previous
tahles, it is evident thet the ratio of do< to dg nalces a differ-
ence in 1. Y/hen de is less than d^ L id too small. However,
when d^ is greater than doc, the data does not indicate a corres-
ponding error in the oppositedirection. As to the reason for
this, I am not certain. It prohably would not prove to be al-
ways true. Time was not left to investigate this point enough
to Justify a general conclusion. It vrill prohahly be fOLind that
d^^and d^ ought to be equal, or nearly so, for the best results.
SuL-nnary of Conclusions.- 1. The apparatus should be connect-
ed as in figure 7.
2. The pendulum apparatus should be used for breaj^ing the
circuits.

3. Tlae utmost care is necessaiy in oTotaining the deflections.
4. should "be negative in order to throw the two defledt-
ions in the same direction. 3y thus putting the comlDined resist-
ance R, and R^in the Q,-"branch of the "bricJge, it serves also as
a series resistance v/ith the coil.
5. If the aero is gradually dragged off, a commutator should
iDe used. ( See page 37 ).
6. A galvanometer having a slow jjeriod (more than 3-3 sec.)
cannot "be used.
7. The ratio of d^ to d^ mal:es a difference in the value of
which will he ohtained.
8. Coils of comparatively large inductance should he used
for this method (.01 henry, or more).
9. ITo correction is necessary for the fact that the value of
the current thru the coil is slightly changed whenAr is intro-
duced.
10. The coil must he protected from rapid changes in temp-
erature.
r:^3I]iif/
In this investigation four methods were studied and compared:-
Anderson*s, Rimington's, Russell's, and Lord Rayleigh's. Only
the d'Arsonval type of galvanometer was used. The zero methods
gave more consistent results than the deflection methods. Of
the zero methods, Anderson's was somev;hat the easier to manip-
ulate, hut the two gave equally good results. As to the deflect-
ion methods, Russell's was very much easier to manipulate and
with ordinary care gave the better resultsj hut T^hen the utmost

care was tak:en, Lord Rayleigli*s metliod proved as good as Russell'^.
Tlie Ayrtoii-IIatiier galvanometer gave much the TDest resiats for thej
zero methods, and the ITalder v/as "better than the Type-H. (See
description of galvanometers, page^). 3?or the deflection meth-
ods, the Type-H was just as good, or even hetter than the other
two kinds of galvanometers. A numher of conclusions, in regard
to the hest working conditions for the different methods, were
arrived at and grouped together in four summaries. (See pages
97



